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National context 

Waste is one of the main sources of environmental pollution, also contributing to climate change, 

which affects the health and quality of the peoples’ life. Insufficient development of a functional 

waste management system is also an impediment to the communities’ economic development. 

On the other hand, an integrated waste management system offers new investment opportunities, 

job creation, quality of life and environmental improvement. To achieve this goal, it is very 

important to understand holistically what an integrated waste management system means, the 

factors of influence on the waste formation, the economic mechanisms that would provide the 

system financial and operational sustainability. 

In the period from January to March, 2021, the civil society organisations (CSO), as part of the 

regional networks created within the framework of the "Citizens Empowerment in the Republic of 

Moldova" Action, funded by the European Union and implemented by the German Development 

Cooperation  though GIZ, in co-ordination with the Project ‘Modernization of Local Public Services 

in the Republic of Moldova’, have held a number of regional events on the current situation related 

to waste management in the Republic of Moldova.  Participants of these regional events 

discussed the role of the civil society in facilitating the creation and implementation of the service 

for the solid waste management (SWM), and came up with several conclusions and 

recommendations, emerging from current challenges. 

The participants of the regional events represented key actors in the field of SWM from the South, 

Centre, North and ATU Gagauzia regions: members of civil society organizations, beneficiaries 

of the Local Grants Programme funded by the EU and implemented by the GIZ, mayors, 

employees of municipal enterprises providing services in the field, media representatives.  

Discussions at the events have been focused on: 

• State of affairs in urban and rural localities: degree of development of the sanitation/waste 

collection service, status and management practices of waste collection and storage, state 

of sorting practices, and degree of involvement of CSOs and residents in the SWM-related 

activities; 

• Identification of the challenges in the sector and the solutions and recommendations to 

improve the SWM situation in the development regions from the perspective of key actors, 

as well as specific role of civil society in this process. 
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Challenges 

The challenges stated by the participants mostly referred to some basic categories or areas for 

the creation and sustainability of a waste management service in the represented localities:  

I. The level of knowledge, understanding and application of the National Strategy for the 

waste management in the Republic of Moldova in the period 2013 - 2027 by the important 

actors in the field of SWM: 

• the national regulatory framework in the field of waste management is still under 

development;  

• feasibility studies for the development of municipal waste management system at the 

level of waste management regions (WMR) are not yet developed for all areas; 

• insufficient national and local expertise in waste management; 

• the recyclable waste collection network is not developed at the national level, so that 

waste collected separately in various localities of the country can be handed over 

without great difficulties;  

• lack of financial mechanisms to stimulate separate waste collection; 

• coercive mechanisms for implementing waste management legislation are ineffective;  

• citizens do not know about the prospects of the National Waste Management System 

or about the roles of the actors involved in its establishment. 

II. Creation and development of sanitation services from the perspective of local public 

administration and municipal enterprises (ME);  

• municipalities and ME do not have knowledge and capabilities regarding the creation 

and operation of the waste management system;  

• insufficient investment funds for the creation or upgrading of appropriate infrastructure 

(equipment, access roads, etc.) for adequate waste management; 

• weak inter-community cooperation to deliver cost-effective waste management 

services;  

• difficulties in delimiting land for single local dumpsites; 

• absence of a centralized waste collection system in most rural localities; 

• local authorities cannot fully fulfil their duties as a finding agent in the field of waste 

management; 

• fees for waste disposal are small and are not applied evenly; 

• weak mechanisms to incentivise citizens to comply with waste disposal requirements 

in permitted places or to penalise waste disposal in non-permitted places (including 

around the landfills);  

• insufficient communication with citizens on how to manage waste; 

• poor promotion and uptake of the positive CSOs practices, working with citizens to 

improve the situation in the field of SWM. 
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III. Storage of waste and the arrangement of local landfills, including liquidation of the 

spontaneous ones:  

• management, including landfill at local level is unclear until the system is created at 

the regional level; 

• waste disposed of in non-permitted places and the creation of spontaneous dumpsites;  

• lack of the local waste disposal standards on the territory of households, especially in 

smaller localities. 

IV. Involvement of the civil society organisations in the SWM activities:  

• the number of CSOs active and involved in working with citizens is insufficient;  

• residents do not notice violations in the field of waste management;  

• limited access to information on waste management, especially for older persons; 

• insufficient information of children and young people about waste management 

principles in the family, school or kindergarten; 

V. Participation of citizens as customers in the creation and maintenance of the waste 

management system, including through payment for the services provided (sanitation fee 

or tariff for the service provision): 

• residents do not consider centralized waste collection a local, regional, or even 

national priority, and are not aware of environmental damage;  

• misunderstanding of the concept and importance of the separate waste collection;  

• the reluctance of citizens to contribute financially to the maintenance of the SWM 

service.  

 

Recommendations 

The conclusions of the regional events were reiterated in the national event, which took place on 

June 3, 2021, in which the following recommendations were formulated and addressed to:  

a) Central public authorities: 

• expedite the process of drafting and adopting the regulatory framework for the 

implementation of waste legislation; 

• improving coercive measures for non-compliance with national waste management 

legislation; 

• temporary authorisation of dumpsites at the local level until creation of the waste 

management system at the WMR level;  

• evaluation of the implementation of the action plan of the National Waste Management 

Strategy in the Republic of Moldova for the years 2013-2027 and its adjustment in 

realistic timelines;  

• dedicated and punctual evaluation of the results of the citizens information campaign, 

foreseen in the first phases of implementation of the strategy, in order to identify the 

need for its re-planning and rethinking; 
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• establishing the National pollution tax, applicable to all citizens and directed to local 

budgets; 

• development of an explicit, clear and feasible guide for LPA level I, in the context of 

the implementation of the strategy and the creation of waste management systems;  

• Organization of fairs for processors of various types of waste, in order to facilitate LPA 

access to them; 

• increase the attention given to information and education of children at pre-school and 

school level on Waste Management and its impact on the environment. 

b) Local public authorities: 

• include the priority "Waste Management" in the strategic documents for the 

development of localities and monitor it regularly, every six months, with citizens' 

involvement; 

• development and approval of the local plans and local waste management legislation 

aimed at reducing and recycling the waste, with the participation of citizens and CSOs;  

• direct communication with residents at all stages of creating and managing the SWM 

services – approval of the corresponding local normative acts, testing the perception 

of the readiness to contribute financially, communication of the schedule and rules of 

garbage storage, simple explanation of the expenses associated with the service and 

the financing mechanism, sorting prospects and experiments, etc.; 

• conducting intensive information campaigns for residents, with the help of CSOs and 

on the basis of the local waste management plan; 

• capacity development of the staff responsible for waste management at the local level; 

• setting tariffs/fees to ensure the financial sustainability of the waste management 

services;  

• creation of mechanisms for compensation of payments for waste management 

services for vulnerable people; 

• increase the level of cooperation with civil society organisations and other actors with 

the aim of improving the waste management situation; 

• promotion of a co-financing mechanism in the area of the creation or upgrading of the 

infrastructure of the SWM System (contributions from residents and local budget); 

• creation and approval of the local funds to support the civic initiatives in the field of 

waste management (participatory budgeting); 

• installation and management of video monitoring systems for local warehouses and 

public places vulnerable from sanitation perspective; 

• creating platforms for complex reporting of the problems related to waste management 

(households not covered by service, spontaneous dumpsites, violation of rules etc.). 

c) Civil society organisations: 

• raising awareness among the population and economic agents on the importance of 

environmental protection by reducing the amount of waste and separate waste 

collection; 
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• carrying out information campaigns, in partnership with LPAs, on the risks caused by 

improperly stored waste and the benefits of a waste management system based on 

sorting at source; 

• actively engaging in public consultation and involving citizens in the public consultation 

processes when the Waste Management Process/Service undergoes any change at 

the local level;  

• providing assistance to older people and other disadvantaged groups to be informed 

about waste management principles at the local and national level;  

• identification, in partnership with LPAs, of the relevant SWM topics for communication 

with citizens in the locality;  

• active participation in the process of monitoring the implementation of National Waste 

Management legislation; 

• developing partnerships with various actors to implement waste management projects, 

to accelerate the recovery process. 

d) Residents of the Republic of Moldova: 

• participation in decision-making in the creation and management of waste 

management services at both national and local level; 

• request from the authorities to set up the waste management service where it does 

not exist, including separate waste collection; 

• regular subscription and payment of waste management services; 

• collection and disposal of waste separately, by category, according to the scheme 

offered by the local public authority; 

• rational and responsible consumption of resources, also considering the needs of 

future generations. 

 

Conclusions and proposals 

It is very important that the issue of waste management becomes a national, regional, and local 

priority in the Republic of Moldova. At all three levels there must be clear plans to address the 

current negative impacts and to prepare for the establishment of a high-performance and 

sustainable waste management system. The approval of rules and laws itself is not enough, 

because a viable system is based equally and simultaneously on three pillars: information, 

infrastructure, and management.  

Based on the above-mentioned directions, it is necessary to mobilize all categories of the actors 

involved, according to the following model:  

Central public authorities shall address the issue of waste management as one of the most 

important and shall identify the most appropriate country solution, based on the real situation in 

the localities and a constructive dialogue with local public authorities, CSOs and citizens. The 

mechanisms that will be part of the solution must be understood and accepted by those who are 

going to apply them, with vertical and horizontal information. Likewise, central authorities must 

not ignore the existing negative effects of waste mismanagement and must come up with current 

solutions to reduce the amount of waste that is stored on the territory of localities, especially the 

rural ones. 
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Local public authorities shall clarify their role in the process of solving the problem. Based on the 

clarifications, they shall develop local waste management plans with CSOs and active citizens, 

as well as systematically monitor their implementation. The plans shall include informing citizens 

about all the aspects mentioned in this document, with a special focus on creating the skills of 

residents to contribute financially to the waste collection service (sanitation). Thus, people will be 

prepared to be at the base of a sustainable waste management system, which shall spring from 

the conviction and contribution of people. The local public authorities shall also show their maturity 

and collaborate to identify the best solutions for temporary storage of waste and to ensure a 

quality local/regional service. 

Civil society organizations shall involve residents in the widest range of activities aimed at 

increasing their contribution to the waste management system. Active citizens should help people 

and, where appropriate, local public administration, to understand the importance of the following:  

• the need to store waste in safe places that would not have negative effects on the 

environment and human health;  

• the usefulness and convenience of waste collection services, as well as their financial 

sustainability, which can only be ensured by financial contributions (fee or tariff);  

• the emergence of waste sorting at source and simple procedures worth to be followed;  

• informing the authorities in case of violation of the rules of landfill;  

• evaluation of the work of the central and local authorities, based on the results in the field 

of waste management, according to the monitoring of the implementation of local plans 

and the national solution.  

Media should continue its mission to inform people fairly and impartially about the real problems 

of society. Thus, to help the actors involved identify the best solutions, the mass media should 

introduce and keep on the public agenda the issue of waste management, national constraints, 

and local critical situations. Also, publicizing good practices in communities that have developed 

a waste management system and where citizens pay for the service, shall motivate and 

encourage people in localities where the creation of the SWM system is only beginning.  

Only prioritizing the SWM problem at the national level and mobilizing all the actors involved is 

the way to healthy and sustainable future.  

 

The position paper has been signed by:  

1. Vladimir Tintiuc, AO Uranus, Orhei town 

2. Nadejda Demian, AO Serpenenii de Pretutindeni, Serpeni, Anenii Noi  

3. Olea Mevsa, AO Perspectiva, Cahul  

4. Irina Bejan, AO Perspectiva, Cahul  

5. Ina Hincu, Initiative group „Mediu Curat”, Volintiri, Stefan Voda 

6. Diana Socolovschi, Programul Femei cu idei 3, Mindresti, r. Telenesti 

7. Veronica Rotari, AO Expresul, Femei cu idei 3, IP LT "M. Eminescu", Ungheni 

8. Vitalie Rusanovschi, AO Centrul de Dezvoltare Durabila „Rural21”, Stefan Voda 

9. Natalia Oleatovschi, AO EcoVisio, Chisinau 

10. Anna Bokk, AO EcoVisio, Chisinau 

11. Galina Reaboi, AO „Baxani - casa parinteasca”, Baxani, Soroca 

12. Ghenadie Perechiatco, AO „Baxani - casa parinteasca”, Baxani, Soroca 

13. Veaceslav Gututui, UPJ ANTRIM, Codru, Chisinau 
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14. Feodosia Bunescu, AO Pro Comunitate Bahrinesti, Bahrinesti, Floresti 

15. Rodica Astifeni, AO IEDERA Dubasarii Vechi, Criuleni 

16. Vera Siminel, Asociatia de bastinasi „Lozovenii de pretutindeni”, Lozova, Straseni 

17. Adriana Bragaru, Asociatia de Bastinasi “Acasa cu Dor”, Manta, Cahul 

18. Ala Taran, AO Centrul de Asistenta Sociala Casa Sperantelor, Soroca 

19. Natalia Cernea, AO LT&Liceum, Leova 

20. Marin Dorin, AO LT&Liceum, Leova 

21. Cristina Iusiumbeli, AO AQUA TAR SAN, Taraclia 

22. Badan Mariana, AO ASCED, Chisinau 

23. Nicolae Hristov, Agentia de Democratie Locala din Moldova (LDA Moldova), Cimislia 

24. Ion Calcatinge, Centrul de Justitie Sociala ”ECHITATE”, Criuleni 

25. Maria Zugravu, Centrul de Justitie Sociala ”ECHITATE”, Criuleni 

26. Lidia Saposnicova, Centrul de Justitie Sociala ”ECHITATE”, Criuleni 

27. Ana Bostan, AO AZI, Cahul 

28. Tatiana Tronciu, AO AZI, Cahul 

29. Victor Cimpoies, AO Cutezatorul, Falesti 

30. Evghenii Poleacov, AO Asociatia de jocuri intelectuale din RM, Comrat 

31. Ivan Brook, AO Asociatia de jocuri intelectuale din RM, Comrat 

32. Diana Zaharia, AO Eco Protect, Edinet 

33. Lubovi Cassim, AO Centrul de asistenta pentru initiative civice ‘GRIN’, Ciadir-Lunga, 

UTA Gagauzia 

34. Natalia Mereuta, AO ADD „Mileniul lll”, Chiscareni, Singerei 

35. Lucia Usurelu, AO ProEntranse, Chisinau 

36. Tudor Cislaru, AO Centrul Informational Tighina, Causeni 

37. Veaceslav Bejenar, AO Vitality, Tiraspol 

38. Cristina Straton, Asociatia Jurnalistilor de Mediu si Turism Ecologic, AJMTEM, 

Chisinau 

39. Vera Brasovschi, AO COPE Dialog, Chiscareni, Singerei 

40. Maria Lascov, AO CONCORDIA, Chisinau 

41. Olga Cislaru, Centrul Regional pentru Femei EVA, Causeni 

42. Vasile Vieru, AO Agroinform, Edinet 

43. Tudor Darii, AO Agroinform, Edinet 

44. Rima Stavila, AO Capaclia-Alsacia, Capaclia, Cantemir 

45. Alina Perju, AO „Radacini Solidare”, Cociulia, Cantemir 

46. Martin Deshayes, AO „Radacini Solidare”, Cociulia, Cantemir 

47. Dmitrii Terzinov, AO Essedis, Ciadir-Lunga, Gagauzia 

48. Aurelia Bahnaru, AO Asociatia pentru Valorificarea Deseurilor, Chisinau 

49. Roman Bahnaru, AO EcoDigital, Chisinau 

50. Iuliana Cantaragiu, AO Centrul National de Mediu, Chisinau 

51. Angela Liulceac, AO Speranta, Mihaileni, Riscani 

52. Nicu Vrabie, AO Centrul de Dezvoltarea Comunitara 21, Ciutesti, Nisporeni 

53. Galina Tarna, AO Centrul de Dezvoltarea Comunitara 21, Ciutesti, Nisporeni 

54. Grigore Mustata, AO Colaborare, s. Cuconestii Noi, Edinet 

55. Mihail Roscovan, Business Consulting Institute 

56. Maria Marchitan, AO Asociatia Producatorilor Agricoli „Teragronord”, Soroca 

57. Sergiu Gurau, AO Eco-Razeni, Razeni, Ialoveni 

58. Ludmila Golovatic, AO Viitorul, Sarata Veche, Falesti 

59. Svetlana Budistean, AO Asociatia de Tineret Sansa, Varnita, Anenii Noi 

60. Ana Svetova, AO Alianta pentru Eficienta Energetica si Regenerabile (AEER), Chisinau 
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61. Daniela Ungurean, AO Agro Cons, Chetrosu, Drochia 

62. Dmitrii Ianul, AO “Renastere”, Cismichioi, UTA Gagauzia 

63. Victoria Isac, IP Gimnaziul "Mihai Eminescu", Cantemir 

64. Cristina Bobirca, Asociatia Presei Independente API, Chisinau 

65. Victor Rotaras, AO Pro Cooperare Regionala, Balti 

66. Cristina Ciobanu, AO Pro Cooperare Regionala, Balti 

67. Inga Binzari, AO AGER, Chisinau 

68. Olga Diaconu, AO AGER, Chisinau 

69. Ala Revenco, AO AGER, Chisinau 

70. Angela Buliga, AO AGER, Chisinau 

71. Viorica Cecan, IP CRAION CONTACT-Cahul, Cahul 

72. Felicia Stoianov, IP CRAION CONTACT-Cahul, Cahul 

73. Mihai Cucereanu, IP CRAION CONTACT-Cahul, Cahul 

74. Cristina Lupan, IP CRAION CONTACT-Cahul, Cahul 

75. Valeriu Rusu, AO ADR Habitat, Rezina 

76. Liudmila Pometco, Centrul European „Pro Europa” din Comrat, ATU Gagauzia 

77. Veronica Cociu, Drochia 

78. Placinta Nadejda 

79. Neaga Elena 

80. Tatiana Gatcan 

81. Valeria Doroftei 

82. Anastasia Ciolac 

83. Nadejda Boscaneanu, National Commerce College of ASEM, Chisinau  

84. Victoria Iordachi, National Institute for Economic Research, Chisinau 

85. Olga Timofei, National Institute for Economic Research, Chisinau 

86. Viorica Popa, National Institute for Economic Research, Chisinau 

87. Raisa Duca, IMSP Orhei Raion Hospital 

 


